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Abstract

That a thin refracting element can have a dioptric 
power which is asymmetric immediately raises 
questions at the fundamentals of linear optics.  In 
optometry the important concept of vergence, in 
particular, depends on the concept of a pencil of 
rays which in turn depends on the existence of a 
focus.  But systems that contain refracting ele-
ments of asymmetric power may have no focus at 
all.  Thus the existence of thin systems with asym-
metric power forces one to go back to basics and 
redevelop a linear optics from scratch that is suf-
ficiently general to be able to accommodate such 
systems.  This paper offers an axiomatic approach 
to such a generalized linear optics.  The paper 
makes use of two axioms: (i) a ray in a homogene-
ous medium is a segment of a straight line, and (ii) 
at an interface between two homogeneous media 
a ray refracts according to Snell’s equation.  The 
familiar paraxial assumption of linear optics is also 
made.  From the axioms a pencil of rays at a trans-
verse plane T in a homogeneous medium is defined 
formally (Definition 1) as an equivalence relation 
with no necessary association with a focus.  At T 
the reduced inclination of a ray in a pencil is an af-

fine function of its transverse position.  If the pencil 
is centred the function is linear.  The multiplying 
factor M, called the divergency of the pencil at T, 
is a real 22×  matrix.  Equations are derived for 
the change of divergency across thin systems and 
homogeneous gaps.  Although divergency is un-
defined at refracting surfaces and focal planes the 
pencil of rays is defined at every transverse plane in 
a system (Definition 2).  The eigenstructure gives a 
principal meridional representation of divergency; 
and divergency can be decomposed into four nat-
ural components.  Depending on its divergency a 
pencil in a homogeneous gap may have exactly one 
point focus, one line focus, two line foci or no foci.  
Equations are presented for the position of a focus 
and of its orientation in the case of a line focus.  All 
possible cases are examined.  The equations allow 
matrix step-along procedures for optical systems 
in general including those with elements that have 
asymmetric power.  The negative of the divergency 
is the (generalized) vergence of the pencil.

Key words: asymmetric dioptric power, vergence, 
step-along procedures, focal lines, divergency, di-
vergence
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Introduction

The concept of vergence lies at the heart of much 
optometric thought and practice.  It is in terms of ver-
gence that much of the optics is understood.  That in-
cludes the concepts of dioptric power and refractive 
compensation, perhaps the most important measure-
ment that the optometrist makes.  It also includes re-
lated concepts such as back-vertex power and effec-
tive power or effectivity, commonly used to convert 
between spectacle-plane and corneal-plane refractive 
compensation.  Typically vergence is defined in terms 
of the reciprocal of the distance to a focal point.1-7  But 
how does one define vergence if there is no focus at 
all?  This question arises naturally in the light of a 
recent paper8 which describes a thin lens, not plano 
in power, which has no focus anywhere.  That such 
a lens becomes a possibility immediately throws into 
question the very foundations of the optics employed 
in optometry and ophthalmology.  Even the concept 
of a pencil of rays becomes problematic if there is no 
focus.

Vergence is commonly thought of in terms of cur-
vature of a wavefront.  But is it meaningful to talk 
of wavefronts if there is no focus and one cannot be 
sure of the meaning of pencils?  What of step-along 
calculational schemes that involve vergence?  Do the 
formulae on which they are based remain valid for an 
optical system with an element that has power of this 
new type?  In order to accommodate this type of lens 
in our optical thinking we have no choice but to go 
back to the fundamentals and develop a whole new 
approach.

The objective here is, first, to propose a general 
definition for a pencil of light which does not involve 
a focus and, then, to examine its behaviour through 
optical systems in general.  The approach is axiomatic.  
This paper develops the mathematics; an accompany-
ing paper9 illustrates pencils and foci graphically.

 We shall accept only the following:

AXIOM 1  A ray in a homogeneous medium is a 
segment of a straight line.

AXIOM 2  At an interface between two homoge-
neous media a ray refracts according to Snell’s equa-
tion.

We are conscious of the fact that we are working 

with a very simple model for optics and that applica-
tions are likely to be limited.  Nevertheless we be-
lieve the model is worth exploring for its own sake.  
No doubt we are pushing the limits for conventional 
applications but just where those limits are will be 
for future research to clarify.  Our approach is exclu-
sively in terms of rays.  In particular we disregard 
wavefronts entirely.  Mathematically we follow the 
usual approach of Gaussian and linear optics in treat-
ing only paraxial behaviour.  This allows us to make 
the usual small-angle assumption and so avoid trigo-
nometric functions.

We begin with a brief review of the concept of ver-
gence as used in familiar Gaussian optics, the two-
dimensional linear optics associated with scalar pow-
ers.  We then review the generalization of these basics 
to conventional three-dimensional linear optics which 
allows for astigmatism.  These preliminaries lead to a 
proposal for a definition, Definition 1, for a pencil of 
rays at a transverse plane in a homogeneous medium 
that is independent of the notion of a focus.  An in-
tegral part of the definition is a quantitative measure 
of the state of the pencil, its divergency.  There are 
singular points (point and line foci) where divergency 
is not defined.  Definition 2 extends the definition of 
a pencil to all points in an optical system, including 
focal planes and refracting surfaces.  Of course such 
definitions make sense only if they turn out to be at 
least as useful as the conventional approach.  We 
show that these definitions provide an approach of 
which the conventional treatment is a special case.  In 
other words our approach allows one to do everything 
the conventional approach does, and much more; it 
allows one to handle the optics of systems contain-
ing lenses of the new type as well.  It represents a 
generalization of conventional linear optics.  We 
show this by deriving basic equations that represent 
the behaviour of the pencil and its divergency, first 
through a thin system and then across a homogeneous 
gap.  We see how to perform step-along calculations 
in optical systems that may contain lenses of the new 
type.  The eigenstructure of the divergency defines 
the principal divergency or divergencies, if any, and 
the corresponding principal meridians of the pencil.  
We examine the principal meridians and the condi-
tions under which one obtains point or line foci or no 
foci.  (As we shall see it turns out to be possible for 
there to be no foci at all whether they be real or virtual 
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in optometric or ophthalmological terms.)  Finally we 
show how to calculate the location of foci, when they 
occur, and the orientation of line foci, when they oc-
cur.

The focus of this paper is on rays.  Although the 
pencils of the type described here can result from thin 
lenses of the sort described before8 (necessarily rough 
and Fresnel-like and, hence, of limited optical qual-
ity) other possibilities are not excluded.  The paper, 
then, does not assume the existence of thin systems 
of the particular type described before.  However it is 
general enough to be able to accommodate them.

Vergence in Gaussian optics  

In Gaussian optics vergence is defined in terms of 
wavefronts and focal points.1-7  Figure 1(a) shows a 
pencil of rays diverging from a point focus F.  The 
medium is uniform and has index of refraction n.  
W represents a diverging wavefront; it is an arc of 
a circle with centre at F and radius l.  For diverging 
wavefronts, however, l is assigned a negative value.  
For converging wavefronts the radius is positive.  Al-
ternatively one thinks of measuring l from W to F; 
if the direction from W to F matches the direction in 
which the light is traveling then 0>l  m; if (as in the 
figure) the direction from W to F is opposite to the 
direction of the light then 0<l  m.  At W the pencil 
has reduced vergence defined by

l
nL =:  .             (1)

Usually we shall drop the qualifier reduced and refer 
simply to the vergence.

The usual approach is to think of the wavefront as 
travelling through the optical system.  Its vergence 
changes as it does so.  There are two fundamental 
processes: change across a thin system and change 
across a homogeneous gap.  As the wavefront crosses 
a thin system (a refracting surface or thin lens for ex-
ample) of dioptric power F its vergence changes from  

0L , immediately before the system, to 1L  , immedi-
ately after it.  The relationship is

10 LFL =+  .             (2)

As the wavefront crosses a homogeneous gap of 

width z its vergence changes from 1L  to 2L   accord-
ing to

2
1

1
1

L
L

L
=

ζ−

        
                                               (3)

where

n
z=:ζ

        
                                                          (4)

is the reduced width of the gap.
The behaviour of light through an optical system 

is analyzed by successive application of Equations 2 
and 3 in the step-along procedure.  (For a discussion 
of Equations 1 to 4, their use and generalizations the 
reader is referred to an earlier paper10 and the refer-
ences cited therein.)
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Figure 1  Vergence defined in terms of a wavefront W (a) and in 
terms of rays (b). 

Vergence in conventional linear optics

In conventional linear optics Equations 2 and 3 
generalize as follows:10-17

10 LFL =+                                               (5)

and

( ) 2
1

11 LLIL =ζ− −  .                                  (6)
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All the bold-face upper-case letters represent sym-
metric 22×  matrices.  F is the dioptric power ma-
trix of Fick18 and Long19 and L is the vergence matrix 
of Fick11 and Keating17, 20.  What matters for us here, 
however, is that these matrices all have to be symmet-
ric.  Because they are symmetric the principal merid-
ians of power and of vergence are orthogonal if the 
lens or vergence is astigmatic.  One obtains a point 
focus if the lens is not astigmatic and a pair of axially-
separated and orthogonal line foci if it is astigmatic.

What happens, now, if the optical system in ques-
tion contains a component thin system whose power 
F is asymmetric?  (Thin systems with asymmetric 
powers are described elsewhere8.)  Do Equations 5 
and 6 still hold?  If Equation 5 does hold then the im-
plication would seem to be that wavefronts can have 
vergence L that is asymmetric.  Is that meaningful?  
What is the geometry of a wavefront with asymmet-
ric vergence?  What is meant by a pencil of rays with 
such a wavefront?  We can take very little for granted 
and have to begin again with the fundamentals.  To 
motivate the definition we are going to make below 
we first need to revisit the concept of vergence but 
in terms of rays rather than wavefronts.  Wavefronts 
will, in fact, play no role in the development.

A ray interpretation of vergence in Gaussian op-
tics

Figure 1(b) shows the same situation as in (a) ex-
cept that, instead of the wavefront, there are short seg-
ments of rays crossing a transverse plane T.  Z is a 
longitudinal axis.  Consider any ray in the pencil.  For 
example, let us choose the top ray shown at T.  It has 
inclination a relative to Z and it intersects T in a point 
with transverse position y.  Let the focus F be located 
at a transverse position Fy   relative to Z.  It follows 
from Figure 1(b) that

l
yya

−
−

= Ftan  .            (7)

The minus sign is required in the denominator because 
0<l  .  In Gaussian optics one makes the approxima-

tion that a is close to zero.  Provided a is in radians 
this allows one to write Equation 7 as

.                                            (8)

Applying Equation 1 we obtain

                                                (9)
where

na=α na                                              

is the reduced inclination of the ray.  Let us rewrite 
this equation as

L−=α 0α+y  .          (11)

This tells us that 0α  is the reduced inclination of a 
ray in the pencil that happens to intersect transverse 
plane T at the longitudinal axis Z (where 0=y  m).  

In Figure 1(b) in particular 0<α0  ; the correspond-
ing ray is not shown.

Equation 11 shows that, in a pencil of rays, the re-
lationship between the position and reduced inclina-
tion of the rays is that of a straight line.  The vergence 
of the pencil is the negative of the slope of the straight 
line.

Equation 11 also suggests that one should replace 
vergence by its negative.  Accordingly we make the 
definition made before21, namely

LM −=:  .        (12)
M is what we call the divergency of the pencil at trans-
verse plane T.  Thus the rays in the pencil obey
 M=α 0α+y .        (13)

where M and 0α  are two constants that characterize 
the pencil at the transverse plane.  (Divergency is dis-
tinct from divergence.  The former is a property of 
light, the latter a property of a lens or other optical 
system.21  We shall meet divergence below.)

Technically the relationship represented by Equa-
tion 13 is called affine.22  When the constant 0α  is 
zero it is called linear.

Equation 13 shows how the properties of the rays 
in a pencil are related in a transverse plane.  At least in 
principle we could, if given the positions and inclina-
tions of rays in a set of rays, determine whether they 
belonged to the pencil or not.  The equation, there-
fore, provides us with a definition of a pencil based on 
local properties of the rays in it rather than on some 
remote focal point.  We can say that a set of rays in a 
transverse plane is a pencil if the reduced inclination 
of a ray is an affine function of its transverse posi-
tion.

(10)
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A general definition of a pencil of rays at a trans-
verse plane

Equation 13 applies in the plane of the paper.  
However it suggests a natural generalization in three 
dimensions:

.           (14)
Consider a set of rays intersecting a transverse 

plane T in a homogeneous medium.  Two of the rays 
are shown in Figure 2.  By Axiom 1 they are straight 
lines.  Relative to longitudinal axis Z a ray has re-
duced inclination  and transverse position y. is a  
vectorial angle; like y it has two rectangular compo-
nents and is represented as a 12×  matrix.

In the light of the discussion so far we are moved 
to make the following definition of a pencil of rays at 
a transverse plane in a homogeneous medium:

DEFINITION 1  Consider a set P of rays in a homo-
geneous medium.  Suppose that, in a transverse plane 
T, a ray in P has transverse position y and reduced in-
clination  relative to a longitudinal axis Z.  If there 
exists a particular real 22×  matrix M and a particular 
real 12×  matrix 0 such that  for every 
ray in P then P is called a pencil at transverse plane 
T and M is called the divergency of the pencil at T.  

0 is the reduced inclination of a ray that intersects 
T in Z.  It has no units.  M has the units of reciprocal 
length, usually dioptres D.

An abbreviated form of Definition 1 might read as 
follows: a set of rays in a homogeneous medium is 
a pencil at a transverse plane if the reduced inclina-
tion of every ray is an affine function of its transverse 
position.

 

y  

T 

Z 

α  

0α  

Figure 2  A set of rays intersecting a transverse plane T.  Only 
two of the rays are shown explicitly.  One has position vector 
y and reduced inclination , both being relative to the longi-
tudinal axis Z.  The other ray intersects T in Z and has reduced 
inclination 0 .  If there exists a matrix M such that Equation 14 
holds for every ray in the set then the set is a pencil at T and M 

is its divergency there.
If  0 o=  , where o is a null vector, we shall say 

that the pencil is axial at T, otherwise it is non-axial 
there.  For a pencil that is axial at transverse plane T 
Equation 14 simplifies to

 .           (15)

Thus a set of rays is an axial pencil at a particular 
transverse plane if the reduced inclination of every 
ray is a linear function of its transverse position.

Suppose the pencil is non-axial at transverse plane 
T.  We can imagine turning the whole pencil in space 
so that the ray that intersected T in Z now lies along 
Z.  Equivalently we could choose a new longitudinal 
axis that lies along that ray.  The effect is to subtract    

0 from the reduced inclination of every ray.  This 
process converts a pencil that is non-axial into one 
that is axial and is always possible.  It follows that, 
given a pencil at a transverse plane T, it is always pos-
sible to choose a longitudinal axis so that Equation 15 
holds.  We shall call such a longitudinal axis an axis 
of the pencil.

A general definition of a pencil of rays in an opti-
cal system

There are two important situations in which the 
conditions in Definition 1 are not satisfied: at a refract-
ing surface and at a point or line focus.  Of course at 
a refracting surface the medium is not homogeneous; 
and, as we shall see, a focus represents a singularity 
at which M does not exist or, in informal terms, is an 
infinite matrix.  Both of these situations will be exam-
ined below.  We note that Definition 1 says nothing 
about a pencil at a refracting surface or a focus; more 
particularly it does not preclude the existence of a 
pencil at those points.  In order to be able to cope with 
refracting surfaces and foci, and to integrate across a 
whole system, we make the following definition:

DEFINITION 2  Consider a set P of rays in an op-
tical system.  If, by Definition 1, P is a pencil at every 
transverse plane, with at most a finite number of ex-
ceptions, then P is called a pencil at every transverse 
plane in the system or, simply, a pencil in the system.

It follows that a set of rays may be a pencil any-
where in an optical system, including at a thin system 
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and a focus, even though divergency exists at nei-
ther.

So far all we have are definitions that hold under 
certain circumstances.  We have no assurance that the 
definitions are either meaningful or of any use.  It re-
mains the task of the rest of this paper to attempt to 
show that the definitions do indeed make sense and 
may be useful.

A pencil of parallel rays in a homogeneous medi-
um

The first thing we shall do is to examine the case 
of a pencil with OM = D, that is, the divergency is 
null, at a particular transverse plane T in an optical 
system that consists of nothing but a homogeneous 
medium.  Equation 14 shows that, in this case, 0 = 

 for every ray in the pencil.  Thus all the rays in the 
pencil have the same reduced inclination.  In other 
words the rays in the pencil are parallel.  They neither 
diverge nor converge.  Thus a null divergency implies 
a pencil of parallel rays in T.  However, because of 
Axiom 1 exactly the same holds in every transverse 
plane up- and downstream from T.  Hence, by Defini-
tion 1, the rays constitute a pencil at every transverse 
plane in the system.  By Definition 2 we say that the 
rays constitute a pencil in the system.

Clearly the definitions are in keeping with what we 
would have expected.  So far, therefore, the defini-
tions make sense.  We have made a good start.  The 
next two steps, however, are a little more difficult.

A pencil across a thin system

Consider a thin system with entrance plane T0 im-
mediately before it and exit plane T1 immediately af-
ter it (Figure 3).  The system lies between T0 and T1 
in the figure and is not shown explicitly.  Consider a 
set of rays traversing the system.  In T0 a ray in the set 
has transverse position 0y  and reduced inclination 0   
with respect to longitudinal axis Z.  Suppose that the 
rays obey Equation 14, that is,

                                           (16)

where M0 and 0
0α  are particular matrices.  By Defi-

nition 1 the rays constitute a pencil at T0 and have 

divergency M0 there.  We note that M0 may be sym-
metric or asymmetric.

We now invoke Axiom 2.  We model the thin sys-
tem with small prisms as before8.  Refraction at the 
surfaces of the prisms causes deflection of the rays.  
Consider the small prism whose centre is located with 
transverse position 0y  .  We write

 .           (17)
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z 

T1 

Z 

T0 T2 

0y  

2y  

2a  
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Figure 3  A pencil of rays, only one of which is shown, travers-
ing an optical system consisting of a thin system followed by 
a homogeneous gap of width z.  The thin system lies between 
transverse planes T0 and T1 and the gap between T1 and T2.  T0 is 
immediately before and T1 immediately after the thin system.

We may call p the reduced deflection of the ray through 
the prism.  (It is the actual deflection only when the 
media up- and downstream from the prism both have 
index 1.)  We arrange the small prisms so that

        
                                                          (18)

where C is any fixed 22×  matrix, symmetric or 
asymmetric, and  any fixed 12×  matrix.  We call C 
the divergence of the thin system.  This is in contrast 
to the divergency M of light.  We call  the deflect-
ance of the system.  Equation 18 can be regarded as a 
generalization of Campbell’s23 Equation 1 in the sense 
that, for thin systems, M is not necessarily symmetric 
and  is not necessarily o.  When  = o Equation 18 
reduces to

                                 (19)

and the thin system is said to be centred with respect 
to Z.  When o≠π  the system is decentred with re-
spect to Z.

The system has dioptric power F defined by
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CF −=:  .           (20)

The divergence C and the dioptric power F are gener-
alizations of the corresponding concepts defined be-
fore21, 24.  What were necessarily symmetric matrices 
for thin systems can now be symmetric or asymmet-
ric.

From Equations 17 and 18 one obtains
 .          (21)

Now  is the reduced inclination of the ray in trans-
verse plane T1 immediately after the thin system.  
Substituting from Equation 16 into Equation 21 we 
obtain

 .                               (22)

Because the system is thin 10 yy =  .  Hence Equation 
22 becomes

 .                                 (23)

Setting
         

10 MMC =+                                                        (24)

and
         

                                            (25)
we are able to rewrite Equation 23 as

0
1111 αα += yM                                                    (26)

which has the same form as Equation 14.
Equation 26 holds for every ray in transverse plane 

T1.  It follows from Definition 1 that the rays consti-
tute a pencil at T1 and that the pencil has divergency   
M1 there given by Equation 24.  It also follows that the 
ray intersecting T1 in longitudinal axis Z has reduced 
inclination 0

1α  given by Equation 25.  Thus a pencil 
immediately upstream of a thin system implies a pen-
cil immediately downstream of the system.  Also, by 
Equation 25, a pencil that is axial at incidence onto 
a thin system is axial at emergence if and only if the 
lens is centred (  = o ).

A pencil in a homogeneous gap

 Consider now a homogeneous gap.  Suppose 
that rays cross the gap from transverse plane T1 to 
transverse plane T2 (Figure 3) at a reduced distance
ζ   downstream.  The objective is to show that, if they 
define a pencil at T1, they also define a pencil at T2.

We are interested in the properties 2 and y2 of 
the rays in T2 and the relationship between them.  
Across the gap the inclination of every ray remains 
unchanged (Axiom 1).  Thus 2 = 1 .  The transverse 
position in T2 is given by
 .          (27)

With Equation 26 in mind we multiply Equation 27 
from the left by 1M  :

.         (28)

Subtracting Equation 26 from Equation 28 we obtain

 .         (29)

Rearranging and making use of the fact that 2 = 1  
we find that

.         (30)

This leads to

              (31)

and

         (32)

provided the inverse exists.  Cases in which the in-
verse does not exist are interesting in their own right.  
They turn out to imply that the pencil shrinks to a 
focal point or line in transverse plane T2.  We shall 
consider such cases separately below; for the moment 
we exclude them from consideration.  Under this ex-
clusion we can set

( ) 21
1

1 MMMI =ζ+ −
                                          (33)

and
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-

-

         
                                           (34)

and rewrite Equation 32 as 

.          (35)

Equation 35 is of the same form as Equation 14.  It 
follows from Definition 1 that a pencil at one trans-
verse plane implies a pencil at every transverse plane 
in a homogeneous gap.  In particular (from Equation 
34) an axial pencil is axial everywhere if it is axial 
anywhere.  Equation 33 shows how the divergency 
changes across the gap.

One can express Equation 33 in three alternative 
forms.  Because of result 3.5.2(6)(a) of Lütkepohl’s 
handbook25 Equation 33 can also be written

( ) 2
1

11 MMIM =ζ+ − .                    (36)

(Compare this with Campbell’s14 Equation 8.)  Writ-
ing out the entries of the matrices and performing the 
operations, one finds that Equation 36 is equivalent 
to
        

                              (37)

where det and tr represent the determinant and trace 
of the matrix.  If  M1  is nonsingular one can also 
write

.          (38)

Depending on the circumstances all four of the ex-
pressions for M2  (Equations 33 and 36 to 38) can be 
useful.

Pencils in compound optical systems

It follows from what has been said above that a 
pencil traversing a thin system remains a pencil and 
that the divergency of the pencil changes according to 
Equation 24.  It also follows that, with the exception 
of transverse planes where the inverse in Equation 33 
does not exist, that is, at foci, a pencil traversing a 
homogeneous gap remains a pencil and its divergency 
changes according to Equation 33 or Equations 36 to 

38.
Consider an optical system consisting of a finite 

number of successive thin systems and homogeneous 
gaps.  It follows that a pencil of rays at one transverse 
plane implies that the rays define a pencil at every 
transverse plane except only at the component thin 
systems and at any foci.  It is shown below that there 
are at most two foci associated with any homogene-
ous gap.  Thus the exceptional transverse planes are 
finite in number.  It follows, then, by Definition 2, 
that a pencil anywhere in the optical system is a pen-
cil everywhere in the system.

Step-along calculations involving divergency can 
be performed across optical systems using the equa-
tions obtained above provided the exceptional trans-
verse planes are avoided.

Generalized vergence in systems with thin ele-
ments of asymmetric power

Guided by Equation 12 we now define a general-
ized vergence L by

ML −=: .                                                              (39)

This generalizes Fick’s11, 12 and Keating’s17, 20 ver-
gence, which is always symmetric, to a vergence 
which may be symmetric or asymmetric.  Incidentally 
Fick’s interpretation of vergence, like that here for di-
vergency, was apparently in terms of rays rather than 
wavefronts.

If we replace M in Equations 24 and 36 by L−   
we obtain generalized versions of Equations 5 and 6 
respectively; they apply not only for symmetric ver-
gence but for any vergence, including asymmetric 
vergence in particular.  Thus Equations 5 and 6, de-
veloped in conventional linear optics, actually have 
a wider application; they apply to vergence in gen-
eral.  This means that we can use them in step-along 
vergence procedures through compound optical sys-
tems in general, including those with thin elements of 
asymmetric power.

Applying Equation 39 to Equations 33, 37 and 38 
we obtain alternative expressions that describe the 
change in vergence across a homogeneous gap:

( ) 21
1

1 LLLI =ζ− − ,         
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(41)

and

.          (42)

These expressions for vergence hold under con-
ditions that are equivalent to the conditions under 
which the corresponding expressions for divergency 
hold.  All of them are conditional upon the existence 
of the inverse of  1LI ζ−  and Equation 42 is also con-
ditional upon the existence of the inverse of L1.

These conditions have an important bearing on 
point and line foci and the transverse planes in which 
they lie.  Before we turn to those matters we examine 
the components and eigenstructure of divergency.

Components of divergency

The divergency M of a pencil at a transverse plane 
is a real 22×  matrix.  We can represent it explicitly 
as

 .          (43)

It has the same mathematical form as the dioptric 
power matrix F.  Thus every mathematical property 
of F has a counterpart in M.  We shall simply rephrase 
properties of dioptric power in terms of divergency.

As in the case of dioptric power8, 14, 24, 26 the diver-
gency can be expanded in terms of the orthonormal 
basis { I, J, K, L }as follows:

LKJIM LKJI MMMM +++=         (44)

where I is the 22×  identity matrix,












−
=

10

01
:J ,           (45)











=

01

10
:K              (46)

and, from here on,

 






−

=
01
10

:L .           (47)

LLM  is the antisymmetric component of the diver-
gency M.  The rest, namely KJI KJI MMM ++  , is 
the symmetric component.  If the antisymmetric coef-
ficient LM  is not zero then the divergency is asym-
metric.  IIM   is the scalar component of the diver-
gency.  We shall refer to JJM   and KKM   as the 
ortho-component and the oblique component respec-
tively.  The coefficients of divergency are semi-sums 
or semi-differences:

Compare these equations with Equations A11 to A14 
published elsewhere27.

Principal meridional divergency

Exactly as for dioptric power28 we may, for a di-
vergency M, define a principal divergency M and 
corresponding principal meridian at angle A.  Again 
as for power28 we abbreviate this as ‘M along A’ and 
write it as M{A}.  A principal divergency M is an ei-
genvalue of the divergency M and A is the orienta-
tion of the corresponding eigenspace of M.  For any 
particular divergency there are at most two distinct 
eigenvalues or principal divergencies; we can repre-
sent them by +M  and −M .  It is sometimes useful to 
express the divergency in principal meridional form; 
we write the principal meridional form of divergency, 
or, more simply, the principal meridional divergency, 
as M+{A+}M-{A-}and read it as ‘ +M  along +A   and 

−M  along −A  ’.  
The principal meridional divergency can be ob-

tained numerically from the divergency M using 
software that gives the eigenstructure.  Alternatively 
one can follow the procedure presented before28 in 
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the case of dioptric power.  We outline the procedure 
here.  For a purely scalar divergency the problem is 
easy.  We present it first and then consider the case of 
all other divergencies.

For a scalar divergency, that is, a divergency of 
the form

IM IM=  ,           (52)

there is a unique principal divergency given simply 
by

IMM = .           (53)

All meridians are principal meridians.
For all nonscalar divergencies the principal diver-

gencies are given by
        

( ) Mdis2
1

22112
1 ±+= mmM                              (54)

where we call
        

                           (55)

the discriminant of the divergency M.  The principal 
meridian corresponding to principal divergency M is 
at angle
         

                                               (56)

if  D, 
         

                                               (57)

if  D and

            (58)

(it is a vertical principal meridian) if both m12 = 0D 
and D.

Equations 48 to 51 allow one to write Equations 
54 and 55 as

Mdis2
1

I ±= MM           (59)

and
          (60)

and the expressions (Equations 56 and 57) for the an-
gles of the principal meridians as

LK

JI1tan
MM

MMM
A

+
−−

= −

                                     
(61)

if 0LK ≠+ MM ,

JI

LK1tan
MMM

MMA
+−

−
= −             (62)

if  JI MMM −≠ .  Equation 58 applies when neither 
Equation 61 nor Equation 62 applies.

If 0dis >M  D2 then there are two distinct prin-
cipal divergencies and two corresponding principal 
meridians.  If 0dis <M  D2 then there are no (real) 
principal divergencies and no (real) principal merid-
ians.  If 0dis =M  D2 then there is a unique principal 
divergency given by Equation 53 and a unique cor-
responding principal meridian at angle

LK

J1tan
MM

M
A

+
−

= −

                                           
(63)

if 0LK ≠+ MM D,       

J

LK1tan
M

MMA −
= −

                                           
(64)

if 0J ≠M D and vertical if both 0LK =+ MM D and   

0J =M D.

Principal meridional rays

Let us call a plane containing a principal merid-
ian and the axis of the pencil a principal meridional 
plane.  We shall call a ray in a principal meridional 
plane a principal meridional ray.  All other rays are 
skew rays.

Consider the rays in an axial pencil that intersect 
the transverse plane in a principal meridian.  Because 
the principal divergency and the corresponding prin-
cipal meridian represent the eigenstructure of M one 
has

         
My = My.                                            (65)
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This equation, together with Equation 15, then shows 
that, in a principal meridian,

 = My .           (66)

In other words, the reduced inclination  and trans-
verse position y of a ray in a principal meridian are 
parallel and the ray, therefore, lies in the principal 
meridional plane.  Thus all rays in the pencil that in-
tersect the principal meridian are in fact principal me-
ridional rays.  For a principal meridional ray one can 
write the scalar equivalent of Equation 66:

.           (67)

Principal meridional divergency across a homoge-
neous gap

Because the rays which intersect a transverse plane 
in a principal meridian are principal meridional rays it 
follows that the angle A of a principal meridian is con-
stant across a homogeneous gap.  We examine what 
happens to the principal divergency across the gap.

Suppose a pencil at transverse plane T1 has a princi-
pal divergency M1 .  Suppose a ray in the correspond-
ing principal plane has transverse position 01 ≠y  m.  
In transverse plane T2 at reduced distance ζ  the prin-
cipal divergency is M2 and the ray’s transverse posi-
tion is y2.  The transverse positions are related by a 
scalar version of Equation 27:
         

                                                       (68)

where  is the ray’s constant reduced inclination.  
Because of Equation 67
 2211 yMyM = .                                           (69)

Substituting from Equation 68 into Equation 69 and 
making use of Equation 67 we obtain

        
( )111211 yMyMyM ζ+=                                     (70)

from which we find that

2
1

1
1

M
M

M
=

ζ+

      
  ,                                                     (71)

a scalar form of Equations 33 and 36, as might have 

been expected.

Locations of the focal planes

We now return to the singular cases excluded 
above at Equation 33.  They were those cases in 
which 1MI ζ+  was singular and they correspond to 
a zero denominator in Equation 71.  Informally the 
principal divergency (M2 in Equation 71) becomes in-
finite at the singularity.  As we shall see the rays form 
a point or line focus.  The transverse plane in which 
they form is a focal plane.

Consider a pencil in a homogeneous medium.  It 
has divergency M in transverse plane T.  Suppose it 
has a real principal divergency M.  Equating the de-
nominator on the left of Equation 71 to zero one finds 
that there is a corresponding focal plane located at re-
duced distance

M
1−=ζ ,           (72)

again as might have been expected.  For each real and 
distinct principal divergency there is a real and dis-
tinct focal plane located at reduced distance given by 
Equation 72.  Formally Equation 72 does not hold if 
the principal divergency is zero (the rays in the princi-
pal meridional plane are parallel); informally we can 
say that the focal plane is at infinity.

We turn attention now to the nature of the foci in 
the focal planes.

Focal points and lines

Consider an axial pencil with divergency M1 at 
transverse plane T1.  Let T2 be a transverse plane at 
reduced distance ζ .  Because 1 = 2  and because 
of Equation 15 Equation 27 can be written

.          (73)

This gives the location y2 of a ray in the focal plane in 
terms of the ray’s location y1  in T1.

Equation 73 represents a mapping from ray posi-
tions in transverse plane T1 to ray positions in trans-
verse plane T2.  The positions that are possible in T2 

depend on the rank of the multiplier 1MI ζ+ .  Be-
ing a 22×  matrix it has rank 0, 1 or 2.  Because 
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( )1rank MI ζ+  is the dimension of the range29, 30 it 
follows that Equation 73  defines a subspace of the 
plane that has dimension equal to the rank.  Thus a 
rank of 0 implies that all the rays arrive at the same 
point (dimension 0) in T2; in other words there is a 
focal point in T2.  Similarly a rank of 1 implies a line 
focus (dimension 1) in T2.  Finally a rank of 2 (that is, 
the matrix has full rank and, hence, its inverse exists) 
implies that the rays can arrive anywhere (dimension 
2) in T2.  Thus a rank of 2 satisfies the proviso as-
sumed at Equation 33.  There remain only the two 
cases: a rank of 0 (a point focus) and a rank of 1 (a 
line focus).  We consider each in turn.

Point foci

At a particular transverse plane a pencil has di-
vergency M.  A point focus is formed at a transverse 
plane located at reduced distance ζ  if

( ) 0rank =ζ+ MI .          (74)

But this implies    
OMI =ζ+                                                           (75)

which is possible only if M is a scalar matrix.  It fol-
lows that a focal point is possible only if M is given 
by Equation 52.  Furthermore the focal point is unique 
and is located at a reduced distance given by Equation 
72.

Line focus

On the other hand a line focus is located in the 
transverse plane at reduced distance ζ  if

( ) 1rank =ζ+ MI .          (76)

This implies that
        

                            (77)

is singular.  It follows that the rows of MI ζ+ are lin-
early dependent and that the rays in the focal plane 
are confined to a straight line, the line focus, through 
axis Z.  Furthermore the line focus is at angle

          (78)

if  , 
          

                                             (79)

if and

            (80)

if both   and  .
Using Equations 72 and 48 to 51 one obtains

 tan
JI

LK1






−+

−
=φ −

MMM
MM

                                
(81)

if JI MMM +≠ ,

 tan
LK

JI1






+

−−
=φ −

MM
MMM

                                 
(82)

if 0LK ≠+ MM D and Equation 80 if both 

JI MMM +=   and 0LK =+ MM  D.

If there is a unique focal plane Equations 81 and 
82 become

 tan
J

LK1





 −
=φ −

M
MM         (83)

if   0J ≠M  D,

 tan
LK

J1






+

−
=φ −

MM
M       

                                            (84)

if 0LK ≠+ MM  D and, again, Equation 80 if both   

0J =M  D and  0LK =+ MM  D.
Suppose M has two real principal powers +M  and   
−M  with corresponding principal meridians at angles   

+A  and −A given by Equation 61, 62 or 58.  The cor-
responding focal lines are at angles +φ and −φ  given 
by Equation 81, 82 or 80.  The trace of a matrix is 
the sum of its eigenvalues (see result 5.2.1(18)(b) of 
Lütkepohl’s handbook25).  Hence from Equation 48

−+ −= MMM I2  .        (85)
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Substituting into Equations 81 and 82 for  +φ  we find 
that −+ =φ A .  In general we obtain 

∓A=φ± .           (86)

One can interpret this as saying that a focus in one 
principal meridian results in a line in the other princi-
pal meridian.

Concluding remarks

Here we have defined a pencil of rays at a trans-
verse plane in a homogeneous medium (Definition 1), 
not in terms of a focus as is done in Gaussian op-
tics, but in terms of the dependence of the reduced 
inclination of rays on their transverse position.  This 
differs from Fick’s interpretation11, 12 of vergence in 
terms of rays only in that vergence is not constrained 
to being symmetric.  The rays constitute a pencil if 
the dependence is affine.  Formally a pencil of rays 
at a transverse plane is an equivalence class31 deter-
mined by the divergency M as in Equation 14.  The 
divergency is not defined at a refracting surface or at 
a focal point or focal line.  Informally divergency is 
an infinite matrix at a focus.  (Infinite symmetric ver-
gences have been discussed elsewhere32.)

It is important to note that, by Definition 1, a pencil 
at a particular transverse plane is merely a particular 
type of array of straight line segments, and its vergence 
and divergency are properties of that pencil.  There is 
no implication of how that array might have arisen.  
It might have arisen by means of an array of small 
prisms arranged as described before8 in a transverse 
plane, but that is not a requirement, and it does not 
exclude other possibilities.  Definition 2 allows one 
to define a pencil in which rays are kinked according 
to Equation 18 at a finite number of transverse planes.  
It is important to note, too, that wavefronts are not in-
volved.  Of course if the pencil’s vergence is symmet-
ric then one would be able to define a smooth wave-
front in the usual way.  In a sense what is happening 
here is that we are exploring an optics freed from the 
constraint of a smooth wavefront.  In this sense we are 
generalizing linear optics in particular as it is usually 
formulated.  It becomes possible to examine sets of 
rays (nodal rays33 for example) for which it may be 
that wavefronts have no meaning.

The negative of the divergency (Equation 39) is a 
generalization of Fick’s11, 12 and Keating’s vergence17, 20, 
which is necessarily symmetric, to a vergence which 
is general, that is, symmetric or asymmetric.  

The behaviour of divergency across a thin system is 
characterized by Equation 24.  The behaviour across a 
homogeneous gap can be expressed in several forms, 
Equations 33 and 36 to 38.  Equation 37 is, in effect, 
a generalization of an equation derived by Acosta and 
Blendowske34.  A pencil is defined at every transverse 
plane in an optical system (Definition 2).  Equations 
24 and 33 or 36 to 38 form the basis of step-along ap-
proaches that can be applied through optical systems 
that may contain thin elements of asymmetric power.  
They are in terms of divergency and divergence.  Al-
ternatively the equations and step-along approaches 
can be expressed in terms of vergence and dioptric 
power: Equation 5 for thin systems and Equations 6 
and 40 to 42 across a homogeneous gap.

Because divergency has the same mathematical 
form as dioptric power the same mathematical and 
statistical approaches apply.  Thus divergency can be 
split into four orthogonal components as in Equation 
44 with four coefficients given by Equations 48 to 51.  
The eigenstructure of the divergency gives the princi-
pal divergencies, of which there are at most two, and 
corresponding principal meridians of the divergency.  
If the divergency is purely scalar (Equation 52) then 
every meridian is a principal meridian.  If the diver-
gency is not purely scalar then there may be two, one 
or no distinct (real) principal divergencies according 
as the discriminant of the divergency (Equations 55 
or 60) is positive, zero or negative.  The principal me-
ridian is at an angle given by Equations 56, 57, 58, 61 
or 62.

In a homogeneous medium a focal plane corre-
sponds to each principal divergency its location be-
ing given by Equation 72.  The focal plane contains 
a focal point if the divergency is scalar.  Otherwise 
the focal plane contains a focal line at angle given by 
Equations 78 to 82.

Focus in one principal meridian results in a focal 
line lying in the other principal meridian.  The prin-
cipal meridians do not change across a homogene-
ous gap and are not generally orthogonal unless the 
divergency is symmetric.  The line foci are also not 
orthogonal in general.

An accompanying paper9 presents illustrations of 
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